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Welcome!

❖ Who is David Tian and what does he do?

❖ The struggle 

❖ The solution



Understand What Happened

❖ What do women really want in a man?

❖ What repels women?

❖ What do women want in a relationship? 



The 5 Strategies

❖ 1. Complete Disconnect

❖ 2. Calibrated Disconnect

❖ 3. Strengthen Past Connect

❖ 4. Rapid Reconnect

❖ 5. Intense Connect



1. Complete Disconnect (CD)
❖ Most situations require this strategy: This is THE most powerful strategy for getting her back

❖ All other strategies partly build on this one

❖ Use if…

❖ it’s physically possible to employ it (e.g., don’t have kids together or don’t live together)

❖ she is now dating someone else

❖ if your particular case doesn’t fit into the other strategies

❖ Don’t use if…

❖ your relationship was less than two months (then use Intense Connect)

❖ you’ve not been in touch in at least three months

❖ you broke up with her and now you want her back

❖ you haven’t clearly broken up yet

❖ the breakup was because of your lack of commitment (i.e., not progressing the relationship towards 
some goal important to her like moving in together or marriage) 



CD Step-By-Step Guide
❖ Step 1: Ghost on her. Or, have a final talk.

❖ Final Talk: Tell her you respect her decision to break 
up. Then tell her you need time and space to think and 
that meeting her would only cloud your mind.

❖ Do NOT tell her you love her or that you’ll always be 
there for her! (even if she says she loves you)

❖ Step 2: Shift your focus from her to YOU

❖ Step 3: Implement the “Break Up Recovery” Course



Fortitude and Perseverance

❖ Rediscover and grow your Masculinity

❖ Discipline. Fortitude. Perseverance. Self-Control.

❖ How long to stick with Complete Disconnect?

❖ As long as it takes for her to contact you first. DO 
NOT BREAK!



What To Do When She Calls
❖ Keep it casual and confident (so must be in Recovery)

❖ Should not sound happy because she’s called

❖ But also don’t be cold or bitter towards her

❖ You should not bring up the relationship until she does

❖ She’s the one calling, so let her steer the conversation 
while you evaluate

❖ Is she showing remorse or guilt?



What To Say When She Calls
❖ If she asks where you’ve been or why you haven’t 

called => Remind her that you need your space

❖ If she gets angry at you for implementing Complete 
Disconnect => Good. You want her reacting to you.

❖ If she says she’ll wait until you’re ready to call back or 
be friends again => Stick to the plan and wait for her to 
re-initiate

❖ If she says she wants to meet => Good. Go to next slide



First CD-Induced Meet Up
❖ This is only after you’ve already made it clear to her that you 

need your space and implemented CD

❖ When she asks, take a few seconds to pause and think. Then, 
“Sure, that sounds fine. When were you thinking of meeting?” 

❖ Let her suggest a timing but no earlier than 24 hours later. If 
she insists on meeting now, tell her you have plans but can 
do 1-2 days after or even later.

❖ You have a life now and are not at her beck and call.

❖ Do not change your mind or meet her earlier than 24 hours



❖ Caveat to the 24-hour rule: Long-distance

❖ In the conversation, now you evaluate whether she’s earning a chance 
with you

❖ Never ask for a “second chance,” etc.

❖ If she’s only looking to engage in friendly chit-chat (after ~half hour), 
let her know that you’re busy and politely end the conversation

❖ Get her to understand you’ve now become unavailable to her. You’ve 
been there for her in the past, and if she works for it, you might be 
there for her again.

❖ Not demonstrated verbally but through your calm and confident 
attitude



Most Important Thing
❖ You are not ready to meet her or to follow through with CD 

until you have gone some ways into your Break Up 
Recovery and have started training in the Art and Science 
of Attraction

❖ You need to get your mojo back

❖ Need to learn how to engage in flirty banter again and 
converse in lighthearted, easygoing, fun manner

❖ Approach all interactions with her with no expectations 
and a “wait and see” attitude



How Long To Stick With CD
❖ As long as you have to

❖ Stick with it until she chases you, or until you get bored and 
move on with your life

❖ Rule of thumb: Up to 90 days of complete disconnection

❖ Messaging: Always respond but wait 24-48 hours to reply and 
match your response to her message (reply to friendly chit-chat 
with brief, curt messages) 

❖ Missed calls from her: Do not call back unless she messages 
afterwards to explain why she was calling. Otherwise, ignore.



What If She’s Now Dating Another Guy?

❖ Implement CD until she asks for a meet up

❖ Then make it clear to her:

❖ 1. She broke up with you

❖ 2. She’s made it worse by dating some other guy

❖ 3. Worse, she wants to be in contact on top of all that

❖ Let her know you’ll not stand for this. She’ll have to choose between you or him.

❖ Very Important: Give her the impression that even if she does choose you, you 
cannot guarantee you’ll take her back

❖ It’s not that you will take her back if she asks you to. It’s that you might.

❖ You have the right to decide whether you want to forgive her and take her back!



Mutual Friends
❖ NEVER ask any mutual friends for information on her or 

your break up

❖ This “mutual friend” could tell you information that 
could destroy in an instant all your progress  

❖ Do NOT visit her social media profiles

❖ Here, ignorance is bliss

❖ Minimize or eliminate contact with mutual friends who 
are closer to her (they’re not really on your side)



Remember…

❖ Very Important: Give her the impression that even if 
she does choose you, you cannot guarantee you’ll take 
her back

❖ It’s not that you will take her back if she asks you to. It’s 
that you might.

❖ You have the right to decide whether you want to 
forgive her and take her back!



How to Handle Her Increased Attention

❖ When she’s turning (i.e., she’s increasing her attention 
to you and coming back to you) => Give in to her but do 
so gradually

❖ 2 steps forward, 1 step back

❖ Do NOT suddenly revert to your old neediness and call 
her in the middle of night 



2. Calibrated Disconnect (CaD)
❖ Use only if you…

❖ Live together

❖ Have children together

❖ Go to school together

❖ Share something you’re both responsible for (e.g., you 
share a pet together)

❖ Do NOT use if you can implement Complete Disconnect



Implementing CaD
❖ First, learn Complete Disconnect completely

❖ If you’re living together, she and you have lost the right to 
ask each other where the other is going, with whom, or 
what time she’s coming back, etc.

❖ If you have children together, let her contact you only in 
regard to your child

❖ In all situations, MINIMIZE and LIMIT as much as possible 
your contact time (implement Complete Disconnect as 
much as you can).



3. Strengthen Past Connect (SPC)
❖ Use only if…

❖ You broke up with her

❖ You’re on a “break” but are not yet broken up

❖ You’re married and headed for divorce

❖ She broke up with you because of your refusal to commit

❖ She broke up with you because you were cheating on her

❖ Do not use SPC if she is dating another guy (use CD)



Implementing SPC

❖ Learn “How to Make a Relationship Passionate” Course

❖ Turn it back on relatively gradually (Passion: Presence + 
Polarity)

❖ Otherwise, you’re rewarding bad behavior, and she 
won’t trust that it’s really you

❖ Contact her as much as she’ll let you without 
overstepping her boundaries or wishes



4. Rapid Reconnect (RR)

❖ Use if you’ve been broken up more than 90 days already 
with no regular contact

❖ Do NOT use RR if…

❖ You’ve been in regular contact during the 90 days

❖ You’ve been experiencing repeated cycles of breaking 
up and getting back together



Implementing RR
❖ The aim to start something new and better with her

❖ Have to be fully in Break Up Recovery and have been training in the 
Art and Science of Attraction

❖ First, call her. Don’t message or email. Need element of total surprise.

❖ Second, invite her to casual meeting, like lunch or coffee (not dinner 
or any formal date activity)

❖ Keep the tone light and fun

❖ Gradually intensify from here

❖ This requires you have some skills and are fully in Recovery



5. Intense Connect

❖ Use if the relationship was less than 6 weeks

❖ Danger requiring Urgency: 

❖ You haven’t built up the chemistry and history to cushion the 
mistakes made later on

❖ You haven’t reached the Peak Bonding Experiences yet 

❖ Go for broke! Put it all on the line!

❖ Element of surprise and impact: Must be done in-person, face to face.

❖ Jerry Maguire



Troubleshooting 
❖ Lots more questions that can’t be answered in this 

complimentary video course

❖ “Does she miss me?” “Is there still a chance if she’s 
seeing someone else?” “What are my chances of 
winning her back?”

❖ Get personal coaching or support

❖ What happens when you don’t listen carefully to David 
Tian


